Female chimpanzees exhibit exceptionally slow rates of reproduction and raise their offspring without direct paternal care. Therefore, their reproductive success depends critically on long-term access to high-quality food resources over a long lifespan. Chimpanzee communities contain multiple adult males, multiple adult females and their offspring. Because males are philopatric and jointly defend the community range while most females transfer to new communities before breeding, adult females are typically surrounded by unrelated competitors. Communities are fission–fusion societies in which individuals spend time alone or in fluid subgroups, whose size depends mostly on the abundance and distribution of food. To varying extents in different populations, females avoid direct competition by foraging alone or in small groups in distinct, but overlapping core areas within the community range to which they show high fidelity. Although rates of aggression are low, females compete for space and access to food. High rank correlates with high reproductive success, and high-ranking females win direct contests for food and gain preferential access to resource-rich sites. Females are aggressive to immigrant females and even kill the newborn infants of community members. The intensity of such aggression correlates with population density. These patterns are compared to those in other species, including humans.

1. Introduction

Because female mammals invest much more heavily than males in individual offspring through gestation and lactation, their reproductive success is usually limited by their ability to turn food resources into offspring, while male reproductive success depends more on their access to mates [1]. The difference between the sexes in the resources that limit reproduction is particularly stark in chimpanzees, where the pace of female reproduction is among the slowest of any mammal [2]. Females in the wild do not start reproducing until they are 13–15 years old; they then produce one infant every 5–7 years and die at a maximum age of 50–60 years [2,3]. To date, the maximum observed number of surviving offspring produced by any female is seven (by Fifi at Gombe National Park, Tanzania [4]) and at most sites, average female reproduction is such that populations are at or below replacement levels [2]. To maximize reproductive success females must therefore invest in their own mortality reduction as well as parental care. In chimpanzees, as in many other mammals, reproduction is accelerated by increased access to food. Age at first reproduction and interbirth intervals in captive female chimpanzees are each reduced by 2–3 years, and there is increasing evidence from the field that differences in food availability influence reproductive rates [2]. There is no direct paternal care in chimpanzees; therefore, we expect female behaviour to be shaped critically by their success in accessing high-quality food resources, their maximization of foraging efficiency and their avoidance of mortality risk. By contrast, male reproductive success depends most heavily on their access to fertile females. Breeding is not seasonal in chimpanzees, thus low rates of female reproduction produce highly skewed operational sex ratios of adult males to fertile females which result in intense male–male competition.

As in many species, early studies of competition in chimpanzees emphasized the conspicuous and dramatic competitive behaviour of males [5,6]. On a day-to-day basis, competitive interactions among females are much less obvious. For example, de Waal [6] reported stable social relationships and very low rates of aggression among captive females in a stable group at Arnhem Zoo. In the wild, Goodall [7] found that some pairs of females at Gombe spent many hours...
together with few social interactions of any sort, and Muller [8] reported only five attacks among adolescent and adult females in 680 h of observation at Kanyawara, Uganda. Nevertheless, studies of females at long-term field sites have gradually revealed that female behaviour is strongly shaped by competition with other females and that females occasionally exhibit intense aggression when the pay-off in terms of reduced competition is large. In this paper, we describe the unusual social organization of chimpanzees in which males remain in their natal groups, while females disperse. We discuss how competition for food shapes female grouping and spacing patterns and describe circumstances in which females engage in physical aggression. Because of recent attention to the fact that females in other species sometimes compete for mates as well as food, we consider the extent to which this is true for female chimpanzees. We conclude by summarizing female competitive strategies in chimpanzees across the lifespan and compare these to those of other species, including humans.

2. Chimpanzee social organization

Beginning with the pioneering work of Jane Goodall and Toshisada Nishida in the 1960s [7,9], chimpanzees are now the subject of more than six long-term studies across Africa (Tanzania: Gombe National Park [7], Mahale National Park [9]; Uganda: Kibale National Park: Kanyawara community [10], Ngogo community [11], Budongo Forest Reserve [12]; Cote d’Ivoire: Tai National Park [13]; Guinea: Bossou [14]). These studies have gradually elucidated the complex and unusual social organization and structure of chimpanzees [15,16]. Chimpanzees live in permanent social groups called communities, which consist of up to 200 individuals (median 46.3) [17] including multiple breeding females and their offspring, and multiple adult males. When compared with most other mammalian groups, chimpanzee communities are unusual in three respects: they are fission–fusion social units, males are philopatric while females transfer to new communities around sexual maturity, and male community members are more social and range more widely than females.

Although communities are distinct social units, all the members are rarely, if ever, observed together in one group. Instead, they exhibit a pattern of fission and fusion [18] in which members associate in temporary subgroups (parties), whose composition may last from minutes to days, and individuals can spend some time alone [7,19,20]. Party size is strongly influenced by the distribution and abundance of food, with larger parties forming during seasons or periods of high fruit abundance, or when fruit patches are aggregated [7,21–26]. Other influences include the presence of sexually receptive females, which increases the number of adult males and sometimes females in parties [7,25–27], and predation risk from leopards [28]. Parties are also larger in border areas where intergroup encounters are more likely [29]. Males form strong social bonds with other adult males and together patrol and defend the community range against members of other communities. Intercommunity encounters are often aggressive and sometimes involve lethal attacks, especially in cases where the males on one side strongly outnumber their opponents [30–33]. Males kill other adult males, infants and occasionally adult females [34], and such killing can result in expansion of the community range [35].

Unlike many other species of social mammal, in which males transfer to other groups before breeding while most or all females remain for life in the natal group, in chimpanzees, males generally stay in the community in which they are born while females leave [36]. The extent of female transfer varies between sites. At Gombe, approximately half of maturing females in the Kasekela community and one of five females in the Mitumba community remained to breed in their natal community [37] (A. E. Pusey & K. Schroepfer-Walker 2013, unpublished data). At other sites, over 90% of females leave, though at least one has been observed to remain at all long-term sites [12,13,38–40]. An expected result of such sex-biased dispersal is that community males should be more closely related than adult females. This has been confirmed by genetic analysis at Mahale [41] and Gombe [42], but the difference is less consistent at Tai, and not observed at Budongo [43,44]. Adaptive explanations for patterns of sex-biased dispersal are the subject of considerable discussion, with debate focusing on the relative importance of resource and mate competition and avoidance of inbreeding [45–48]. In chimpanzees, it has been suggested that because of the dispersed distribution of females, males gain unusual benefits from staying in their natal community and cooperating with kin to jointly defend access to multiple females, forcing females to leave the community to avoid the deleterious consequences of inbreeding from mating with relatives [5,49,50].

Within the community, the sexes differ in gregariousness and ranging patterns. Females, except when they are sexually receptive, spend more time alone or with small groups of females and offspring and less time in mixed groups than males [7,19,27,51,52]. Males also range more widely than females at all sites [10,53,54]. However, the degree of these sex differences varies between sites; females are generally less gregarious and range less widely at East African sites than West African sites [26,55].

Sex differences in dispersion have been a particular focus of study at Gombe where, in the early years of the study, habituation by provisioning made it possible to follow females, even when they were alone, and hence to gain a better appreciation of their behaviour. In the early 1970s, Gombe females spent up to 65% of their time alone with just their dependent offspring, while adult males spent only 14–29% of their time alone [54,56]. In later decades, Gombe females have become more gregarious—probably because of increases in community range size [57] and a general increase in vegetation density caused by habitat protection [58]—but still spend 39–48% of their time alone [59]. Amafrican females travel shorter daily distances than males and have more restricted ranges [7,54,60]. Females with infants also travel more slowly than males or sexually receptive females [61]. Although most females are seen in all parts of the community range as members of large parties over the course of a year [7], when they are alone, females concentrate their foraging in distinct, but overlapping core areas that are small portions of the community range (figure 1). Moreover, most females show high fidelity to these areas over many years [59,62] but sometimes shift or shrink their core areas in response to territorial shifts in the community boundary [62]. Although males generally range more widely over the whole community range, they also restrict their range use when they are alone [60,65], and show levels of fidelity similar to those of females to small core areas close to those that their mothers occupied during the male’s first 9 years of life [66].

Similar differentiated space use within the community by adult, non-cycling females has been described in the Kanyawara community at Kibale, where females clustered into
three groups that used different portions of the community range and fidelity to these neighbourhoods persisted over many years [67]. Also, at Mahale, individual females concentrated their ranging in different portions of the community range, particularly when they were lactating [53,68]. Females in the very large Ngogo community at Kibale could be clustered into cliques based on levels of dyadic association, with females in different cliques spending little or no time together [69]. The 100% ranges of each clique were concentrated in different parts of the community range, but showed high degrees of overlap [69]. At Tai, however, females were found to use the community range almost as extensively as the males, and individuals did not exhibit long-term, differentiated patterns of range use [55,70].

The unusual dispersion patterns of chimpanzees have been explained on the basis of costs of feeding competition to females and access to females by males [51,54,71]. Chimpanzees specialize on ripe fruit, which is often patchily distributed, leading to strong within-patch competition among party members. As party size increases, patches are depleted more quickly forcing group members to travel further to new patches [72]. Wrangham [51] proposed that female chimpanzees, with higher travel costs imposed by carrying infants, suffer more than males from scramble competition and do better to avoid competition by feeding alone or in small parties, only joining others at large food sites. They minimize travel and maximize feeding efficiency by foraging alone in small core areas, which are, however, too big to defend as exclusive territories [71]. The result is that female ranges overlap and are dispersed across the landscape. By ranging more widely, males maintain regular access to many females.

High fidelity to core areas has been argued to occur because of the advantage of intimate knowledge of resources [37,59,62]. The importance of home range fidelity and local knowledge has been demonstrated in a number of non-primate species [73]. While such an advantage has not yet been demonstrated directly in chimpanzees (by, for example, measuring feeding efficiency inside and outside core areas) the idea is indirectly supported by the fact that even alpha males, who should have first access to resources in good areas, return to forage in their familiar, natal area during times of food scarcity, even if it is of low quality [66].

3. Female competition over food resources

Because the grouping and ranging patterns of females are sensitive to the distribution and abundance of food resources and because rates of aggressive interactions between females are generally very low [7,69,74], it appears at first glance that they respond to competition chiefly by avoiding others during times of low food availability, and feeding alone or in small groups [71]. A null model in such circumstances is that competitors distribute themselves across the landscape without aggression in an ideal, free manner [75] according to the density of food resources and competitors. In a patchy
environment, good areas would become more crowded but all competitors would have equal fitness. Female core areas at Gombe and Kanyawara do tend to be clustered over productive areas in this manner [62,67]. However, evidence has gradually emerged that there is considerable variation in reproductive success among females and that some females gain access to resources at the expense of others. Below we review the evidence for the importance of dominance rank at these sites and discuss how high-ranking females gain advantages.

Even in the absence of strong individual differences in access to resources within the community, all community females are likely to suffer from an increase in competitor number. For example, at Gombe, during a period when the community range shrank by half owing to encroachment by neighbouring communities, density increased, all females lost weight and reproductive rates fell [57,76]. Scramble competition should thus select for any behaviour that limits competitor number. We describe intense aggression between females in two contexts: aggression towards immigrating females and infanticide of the infants of rival competitors, which may be interpreted as efforts to reduce general scramble competition, and/or efforts to defend individual core areas.

(a) Importance of female dominance rank

Linear female dominance hierarchies based on frequent aggressive or supplant–withdrawal interactions can be discerned in many species of group-living primates, particularly those living in societies with complete female philopatry, and dominance rank frequently has consequences for reproductive success [77]. Chimpanzees give unidirectional submissive signals in the form of pant–grunts [5,6]. While linear dominance hierarchies are easily discerned among male chimpanzees by the direction of pant–grunts between dyads [7,78,79], they are less obvious among female chimpanzees. Female West African chimpanzees of Tai forest, which spend most of their time in association with other females, have higher rates of agonistic interactions than their East African counterparts and can be ranked in a linear hierarchy on the basis of pant-grunts [80]. Among East African chimpanzees, rates of agonistic interactions are lower and in some populations some females in the same community are never observed interacting [37,69,74]. Nevertheless, in most populations, it has proved possible to use the direction of pant–grunts and decided agonistic interactions to rank most females into either of the categories: high/low [10]; high, medium, low [37]; or on the basis of various measures of cardinal rank [38,74,81].

Because of the slow pace of female life histories, many years of demographic data are required to measure the effect of rank on reproductive success and such analysis has yet to be carried out in most populations. However, at Gombe, female rank was significantly correlated with the age at which daughters reached sexual maturity, interbirth interval, and infant survival [37,82]. Such effects are likely to be due at least in part to rank differences in access to food. This is supported by the fact that high-ranking females are heavier and show smaller seasonal fluctuations in body weight [76] and that low-ranking females spend longer in feeding and tend to have a diet of greater breadth and lower quality than high-ranking females [83].

There are several ways in which high-ranking females might gain access to better food resources. First, high-ranking females may win contests over food items. Direct competition over food is the most common context of female aggression at Gombe, Kanyawara and Mahale but rates of such interactions are very low [7,8,84]. At Tai, where females associate at high levels, direct contests over food items are more frequent and are won by high-ranking females [80]. Second, high-ranking females may gain access to the best food resources when feeding with females in the same patch. At Kanyawara, fruit quality and abundance is higher at the top of tree crowns [86] and high-ranking females feed higher in the trees [87]. Third, high rank may afford females preferential access to areas with productive food resources and inhibit their use by subordinates. Consistent with this idea, analyses of dyadic association rates among females at Gombe found that low-ranking females associated least often with high-ranking females in the same neighbourhood [61,83]. Similarly, at Tai, low-ranking females were found to spend less time in large groups during times of food scarcity while this had no effect on the grouping patterns of high-ranking females [88].

Finally, females may actively defend high-quality core areas and high-ranking females may do this more effectively. Evidence of active defence comes from a recent analysis of the location of female–female aggressive interactions at Gombe. Although rates of aggression were very low, females were found to direct aggression towards other females at higher rates inside than outside their core areas in non-feeding, though not in feeding, contexts [85]. Murray found correlations between dominance rank and core area location and use, and suggested that females conform to an ideal despotic, rather than an ideal free distribution [59]. In an ideal despotic distribution, like the ideal free distribution, individuals attempt to distribute themselves in accordance with habitat quality and density of competitors, but some (despotic) individuals prevent others from settling with the result that individual fitness is the highest at the best sites [89]. High-ranking females at Gombe occupy significantly higher quality core areas, as measured by the abundance of preferred foods in vegetation plots within their alone core areas [83]. The core areas of high-ranking females are also smaller, affording them higher feeding efficiency through lower travel costs, and high-ranking females show higher site fidelity to these areas, securing the benefits of intimate knowledge of resources [59]. Similar correlations between range quality and rank have been demonstrated at Kanyawara. There, females in neighbourhoods with higher quality food resources had significantly higher reproductive success [67]. These females were also of higher rank [38].

(b) Aggression to new immigrants

Given the importance of core area quality for female success, we expect females to attempt to prevent immigrant females from settling within their core areas. Even in sites where females range more widely over the whole community range, the entry of a new female to the community is likely to increase female density, to the detriment of all resident females. At many sites, resident females are aggressive to new immigrants. Dramatic cases of resident females gangning up to attack new immigrant females have been described at Gombe [7,90,91]. In one case, when a female from the Kasekela community tried to join the Mitumba community, she was repeatedly attacked by resident females over a nine-hour period, often in coalitions of two or three, and she returned to her natal community with multiple serious wounds. She made at least one further attempt when she was again attacked but eventually returned and settled in her natal community.
Aggression by resident females towards immigrant females has been reported at Mahale [84], Budongo [92] and Tai [13]. A detailed study at Kanyawara, Kibale, found that levels of aggression among females were correlated with the number of new immigrants present. Coalitionary aggression was rare except when immigrants were present, coalitions were formed mainly among resident mothers toward immigrant females, and females occupying the highest quality neighbourhoods demonstrated the most aggression [38, 93].

**(c) Infanticide by females**

Infanticide is an extreme form of female aggression that results in the removal of competitors. Among mammals, females have been observed to kill the young of other females in the same group in species such as ground squirrels and prairie dogs that live in coteries and compete for burrows or feeding territories [94, 95]. Also, in cooperatively breeding species such as marmosets and meerkats, where group members assist in infant care, dominant females kill the infants of subordinates whose infants would be competitors for infant care [96–98]. Among plural breeding, group-living primates, infanticide by females is generally very rare. Single cases have been reported in mountain gorillas [99], Tonkean macaques [100], black lemur and ring-tailed lemurs [101]. Among yellow baboons, a species that has been extensively studied for decades at several sites, only a single case of female-led infanticide has been observed and another inferred [102]. In all these cases, a more dominant individual opportunistically killed the infant of a lower ranking female. A different pattern was observed in Milne–Edwards sifakas, where female transfer sometimes occurs. Over a 20-year period, four female-led infanticides were observed or inferred and all were committed by a new immigrant female, and the mother of the victim subsequently left the breeding group [103].

Infanticide by female chimpanzees has now been observed at several sites. Female-led infanticides in chimpanzees follow a general pattern where a higher ranking resident female opportunistically attacks and kills the infant of a lower ranking or new immigrant female. In contrast to male-led infanticide, in most cases victims are newborn infants under the age of two months, suggesting that successful attacks are only possible when the victim is very small. Furthermore, successful attacks are mostly carried out by females in coalitions.

In the Kasekela community at Gombe, between 1975 and 1978, a high-ranking female and her adult daughter attacked, killed and consumed two infants of a low-ranking female, one infant of a mid-ranking female and were implicated in the death of this female’s subsequent infant. They were also observed mounting unsuccessful attacks on three more infants and were suspected of killing a further five, never-observed infants that should have resulted from known full-term pregnancies during the same period [7, 104, 105]. In the 1990s, another high-ranking female and her adult daughter, on one occasion also aided by another adult female, made determined but unsuccessful attacks on the successive infants of a low- to middle-ranking female [91]. Most recently, in 2012, a higher ranking female killed and consumed the infant of a lower ranking female, and another high-ranking female attacked the infant of a low-ranking female but was deterred by the intervention of adult males (D. Mjungu 2012, personal communication). An inferred case of female infanticide was also recorded in the Mitumba community in 1994 where observers arrived at a group to see adult females in possession of the carcass of the newly killed infant of another female in the group [91]. Pusey et al. [91] estimate that female infanticide at Gombe accounts for a minimum of 3–5% of infant mortality to a maximum of close to 30%, if sudden disappearances of infants in their first two months and full-term pregnancies in which no infants are seen are taken into account. Females appear to be sensitive to this risk. They are significantly less likely to be observed with other chimpanzees around the time of parturition [7, 91], new mothers are often submissive to and fearful of other females [7], and once they rejoin the group they often attempt to associate at higher rates with adult males and avoid other females [104].

Infanticide by females has also been observed in the Sonso community at Budongo, where coalitions of resident females attacked and killed one infant and were implicated in the deaths of two other infants, all belonging to females that had recently immigrated as part of an influx of 13 adult females into the community [92]. More recently, in 2012, a resident female attacked another resident female with a 3-day-old infant. The infant sustained mortal wounds, though it was unclear if the wounds were inflicted deliberately. Subsequently, several more infanticides have taken place but either the attack was not observed, or males rather than females were implicated in the initial attack and injury (C. Hobeiter, C. Asiimwe, K. Zuberbuhler 2013, personal communication).

At Tai, females were observed eating an infant whose origin was unknown [13]; and at Kanyawara, a female was apparently coerced by a male to aid him in attacking a female and seizing her infant [106]. This latter case differed from other cases in that the infant was older (two years) than other victims, and the female resided in a different neighbourhood from her attacker. Infanticide by females has not been observed at Mahale. However, infant mortality is high in the first year [40], females also withdraw from the group around parturition [107], and new mothers are fearful of females [108].

These patterns of infanticide by female chimpanzees are reasonably interpreted as an extreme manifestation of competition for space [91, 92]. By taking the opportunity to attack victims when they are most vulnerable, females remove future feeding competitors for themselves and their offspring. In addition, even unsuccessful attacks may traumatize the victim, thus cementing or increasing the attacker’s dominance. At Gombe, all the victims were the offspring of resident females who often had core areas overlapping those of their attackers. We are currently investigating whether infanticidal attacks cause the mother of the victim to shift her core area away from that of her attacker(s) or permanently improve the dominance rank of the attacker relative to the victim.

4. Competition over mating

Besides reducing future resource competition through infanticide of potential competitors, females in some species of equids, marmosets and canids have been suggested to attempt to depress the reproduction of their competitors by interfering in their competitors’ mating [109]. Among apes, female gorillas are known to engage in sexual behaviour at higher rates when other individuals are sexually receptive [110, 111]. These patterns have also been interpreted as female competition, whereby females may deplete the sperm available to other females by mating with the single male or deflect the interest
of the male in mating with a rival female, thus reducing her probability of conception [110,111].

Chimpanzees are highly promiscuous. Females exhibit sexual swellings lasting 6–18 days [112] during which time they attempt to mate with most or all the males of the community [113]. Likewise, males generally attempt to mate with all swollen females, although they prefer older females [7,114]. Several lines of evidence indicate some female competition over mating. First, at Mahale, females sometimes directly interfered in the mating attempts of their rivals by forcing themselves between a copulating pair. In some cases, the aggressive female went on to mate with the male [108]. At Gombe, during a day-long series of attacks by Mitumba females on a fully swollen new immigrant female, the most active attackers were also swollen and their behaviour was interpreted as ‘sexual jealousy’ by the observers [91]. Townsend et al. [115] found that females at Budongo suppressed copulation calls when in the presence of the dominant female, possibly to prevent direct interference in their copulations. Second, females occasionally seem to respond to the sexual swellings of others by swelling themselves. Goodall [116] described an unusual incident in which a dominant, lactating female suddenly appeared with a full swelling a day after a young oestrous female had been followed by many males. Nishida [108] described cases at Mahale in which a female would produce isolated swellings that were not part of her regular cycles when a second oestrous female was present in the group. More generally, though, female cycles have been shown to be asynchronous at Mahale, and females are suggested to benefit from asynchrony through a reduction in female competition and potentially better opportunities for female choice [117]. In summary, female chimpanzees sometimes compete over mates but the degree to which such competition affects female reproduction is unclear and requires further investigation.

5. Female competitive strategies over the lifespan

Female reproductive success in chimpanzees depends critically on access to high-quality food resources over a long lifespan. This depends, in turn, on settling in a productive, safe area, high rank and stable social relationships. With some exceptions [62,118,119], most females transfer just once and then spend the rest of their lives in the new community. In populations where adult females concentrate their ranging in restricted core areas, their fidelity to such areas is usually strong. Therefore, the quality of the community and the core area into which they initially settle is crucial for their success. The process of female transfer has seldom been observed from start to finish, both because of the low numbers of females reaching maturity at any one site and because most long-term studies concentrate observations on only one habituated community. Thus, at most long-term sites natal females are only observed until they transfer, and the prior history of immigrant females is unknown. Moreover, immigrant females are initially shy and hard to observe. However, there is some evidence that females may shop around before settling. At Mahale and Gombe, females have been observed to visit other communities before making their settling decisions [40,49] and one Gombe female transferred to a new community, gave birth and lost an infant, and then transferred to another community a few years later, where she bred successfully (as revealed by DNA analysis [119]).

Dispersal is costly. At Gombe, one female was severely injured by resident females in the new community and failed to transfer, as described above, and three other females of dispersal age were observed after absences from the community with injuries consistent with similar attacks [7]. Also, age at first breeding is delayed by at least two years at Gombe in immigrant females compared with females breeding in the natal community (A. E. Pusey, K. Schroepfer-Walker 2013, unpublished data), and similar delays are seen at Mahale [40]. Such delay is likely to be caused by stress from social challenges as well as reduced foraging efficiency in a new area. Immigrant females at Kanyawara have elevated cortisol levels [93].

Females use several strategies to ameliorate these costs. Some simply remain in their natal community. At Mahale, this was more common following a marked decline in community size and density owing to disease [68]. However, while avoiding dispersal costs such females run the risk of close inbreeding. At Kanyawara, the timing of dispersal correlates with periods of high food abundance suggesting that females wait until they are in positive energy balance to transfer [120]. Most females transfer while they have a sexual swelling, which serves as a social passport [121], both reducing the probability of attack by males [57] and increasing the chance of males protecting them against aggression from resident females [93]. Once in the new community, females also associate at higher levels with adult males than do natal females of the same age [93,122]. The settling decisions of immigrant females at Gombe are sensitive to the dominance ranks of resident females. Williams found that immigrant females settled in the neighbourhood that did not contain the highest ranking female [123]. Later, Murray et al. [59] found that immigrant females settled in areas where the average rank of females was lower. Although immigrants are likely to reduce rates of immediate aggression by settling away from high-ranking females, they run the risk of settling in an area with low-quality resources, to which they are then committed (given that females seem to have strong site fidelity once they have settled). We are currently analysing female settlement decisions at Gombe in more detail, investigating the relative influence of such factors as range quality—in terms of food resources and safety from neighbours, female density and female rank.

Differences in female dominance rank are easier to discern in some populations than others, but rank clearly influences access to resources and reproductive success, raising the question of how the rank is determined. Dominance hierarchies develop in many animals that live in permanent social groups, and determinants of rank vary [124]. Often, individual resource holding power is important, with larger, stronger or older individuals dominating smaller individuals [125]. However, among primate species such as baboons and macaques, where females remain for life in their natal communities and contest competition over usurpable food resources is high, rank is not correlated with age or body size but is determined nepotistically. Young females are supported by close female relatives such that daughters rank immediately below their mothers, and one matriline dominates another [124].

In chimpanzees, some mothers do support their adolescent daughters [7]. But females that remain in their natal group at Gombe do not always assume their mother’s rank (A. E. Pusey, K. Schroepfer-Walker 2013, unpublished data), and in most populations females leave their mothers to
transfer to other communities with few or no close relatives. Rank increases with age at several sites [80,83,84,93], but at Kanyawara tenure in the community predicted rank better than age, with the newest immigrants ranking the lowest [93]. The most recent immigrants also tended to rank the lowest at Mahale [84]. Age and tenure could both enhance rank either through increased foraging efficiency, or through the accrual of social support, or both. Although it is hard to disentangle cause and effect, several lines of evidence suggest that rank also depends on strength and other individual characteristics. The effect of age on rank could, at least initially, be the result of a maturational increase in mass. In addition, at Gombe, female rank remained significantly correlated with body mass after controlling for age [76]. Several other observations support the importance of size and physical fitness. The female that was repelled from the Mitumba community was small in stature, while around the same time, a larger and assertive female achieved high rank at a young age. In another instance, a female in Mitumba fell in rank after she lost her hand to a snare (D. Mjungu 2013, personal communication) and while females often maintain their rank into old age [7,108], an old female fell in rank at Kanyawara [38]. Personality, however, can also be important. Nishida [68] described a small but assertive female who dominated many other females.

Given the apparent importance of initial rank in a female’s success in settling in a high-quality area, we might expect females to behave as assertively as possible against other females on their arrival in a new community. When a de novo group of chimpanzees was assembled at Detroit Zoo, females engaged in frequent aggressive dominance displays, fought at high rates, formed coalitions during attacks on other females and reconciled at high rates [126]. Their behaviour resembled the habitual behaviour of males and was quite unlike the peaceful behaviour observed in the long-established group of females at Arnhem Zoo. Baker & Smuts [126] explained these sex differences on the basis that females should fight like males when the pay-off in terms of access to a high-quality area is high, while males benefit from fighting for high rank throughout their lives, and especially for the alpha position, which affords high reproductive success [78]. Aggression by immigrating females is observed in some other primates. Immigrating female mantled howlers compete with residents in the new group and always achieve the alpha position [127], while immigrating female sifakas have occasionally been observed to kill infants of residents and evict the mothers [103]. An interesting question for future research is whether female chimpanzees of transfer age, or females in other female-dispersing species, experience any underlying hormonal changes that may enhance their aggressiveness.

Once females are settled in their new community, their reproductive success will depend on keeping female density low. Resident females are aggressive to immigrants at all sites and commit infanticide at some sites. As may be expected, such aggression appears to be more intense where population density is high. Among long-term studies, population density is the highest in the Sonso community at Budongo, where several episodes of infanticide have been observed and it is also relatively high at Gombe, where female aggression toward immigrants is sometimes particularly severe, and infanticide is prevalent (M. L. Wilson et al. 2013, unpublished data). Female aggression towards vulnerable competitors also occurs in other plural breeding species such as macaques [128,129] and baboons [130]. Yet, infanticide appears to be very rare in these species. One reason that it may be more common in chimpanzees follows from kin selection theory in that females are generally competing with non-relatives, rather than kin [131]. A related possibility is that strong social bonds and the constant presence of closely related allies in macaques and baboons [132] are effective in preventing such attacks. Also, while males often serve as protectors in species such as baboons [133], male behaviour towards resident females is more variable in chimpanzees. Males often protect females against aggression by other females [93], but males also mount unprovoked attacks on females, perhaps as part of a strategy of sexual coercion [7,134]. The infanticide at Gombe in 2012 started with an intense, unprovoked attack on the mother by a male. The mother ran from the male to a resident female who opportunistically seized and killed the infant (D. Mjungu 2012, personal communication).

The apparently low levels of aggression among resident females present something of a puzzle. Why do they not continue to strive for high rank or to shift to a higher quality core area? Several explanations have been proposed. First, the costs, in terms of injuries from aggression sustained either by the female or her infant, outweigh the benefits [38,84]. Second, to the extent that females form beneficial social bonds with their neighbours, aggression would disrupt these bonds. With increasing evidence of the importance of social bonds for female reproductive success in other species [132,135], investigation of the presence of similar kinds of bonds in chimpanzees is an area of active research. So far, the evidence is mixed. At Gombe, the strongest bonds are between mothers and their adult daughters [7], but such pairs are rare in other populations because almost all females transfer. Strongly differentiated, long-term female associations at Kanyawara occur but these appear to result from shared space use, rather than the presence of affiliative social bonds in the form of strong grooming relationships [136]. On the other hand, affiliative social bonds that extend beyond mere shared space use have been proposed to exist at Tai and Ngogo [39,69,70]. A third possibility is that low rates of daily aggression benefit the existence of continual competition among resident females for space. Females are opportunistic in their interactions with their neighbours, only being intensely aggressive when they may gain a large pay-off by repelling an immigrant or removing a future competitor by infanticide. Yet they are more aggressive inside than outside their core areas and may shift to higher quality areas when the opportunity arises. Although female fidelity to core areas is generally high, range shifts do occur at Gombe and further research is underway to examine how these depend on such factors as the death of neighbours, severe attacks, rank changes or the arrival of new females.

6. Comparisons with other species

The pattern that we have described here, of female competition for long-term access to high-quality core areas within the social group’s range, is unusual but has some parallels in other species. Female Bechstein’s bats roost together with kin in communal roosts but forage separately in overlapping foraging areas to which they have high fidelity [137]. Spotted hyaenas live in large social groups which defend a group territory. These are
fission–fusion societies in which females spend some time foraging alone in smaller areas within the group territory and, as in chimpanzees, range quality appears to be influenced by rank. High-ranking females have higher reproductive success and occupy home ranges that are smaller and closer to the communal den and further from dangerous territory boundaries than those of low-ranking females. Low-ranking females without cubs have the largest home ranges, especially during periods of food scarcity [138]. Red deer on Rhum forage together in home ranges with kin. Females with higher quality home ranges and high-ranking females have higher reproductive success, and high-ranking females suffer less from feeding interference [139]. However, unlike chimpanzees, all these species show female philopatry, and in at least the bats and red deer, females tend to occupy ranges close to their mothers.

Only a few other plural breeding species live in multi-male philopatric societies from which females must disperse. Spider monkeys resemble chimpanzees in depending heavily on ripe fruit. As in chimpanzees, males defend the group territory and are generally more social than females. Females are highly aggressive to new immigrants, who are the most frequent targets of aggressive events, and aggression can be severe [140]. In comparison with female spider monkeys, muriqui females generally show very low rates of aggression and no dominance hierarchies, but they supplant female immigrants from food at rates twice those of resident females when they first enter the group [141]. Red colobus are also characterized by female dispersal, but evidence of aggression towards immigrants is generally lacking [142]. Genetic analysis of the relatedness of females in a large and a small group found that females in the small group were more closely related [143]. Miyamoto et al. suggest that increased scramble competition in large groups drives increased female dispersal.

Bonobos resemble chimpanzees in showing male philopatry and female dispersal [144]. They differ, however, in the nature of female relationships. Unlike chimpanzees, female bonobos act together to dominate adult males in competition for food [145,146]. Whereas immigrating female chimpanzees generally seek protection from adult males against resident females, immigrating female bonobos attempt to form bonds with particular resident females [147]. Bonds among bonobos are the strongest between male–female and female–female pairs [148], facilitating cooperation to ensure access to resources. The shared pattern of male philopatry and female dispersal in our two closest living relatives, as well as gorillas [149], and evidence for similar patterns in many human societies ([150–152] but see [153–156]), suggests that the last common ancestor of humans and African apes showed this pattern. During human evolution, females would therefore have been competing with non-relatives directly for food resources. As extractive foraging and food processing, including cooking, became more important, the resulting food products would have become increasingly usurpable [157,158]. Consequently, simply avoiding a rival may not have been sufficient and, as well as forming long-term bonds with male protectors [158], females may have gained increasing benefits from forming strong, stable bonds and coalitionary relationships with unrelated females, as in bonobos. In addition, as provisioning from males and other social group members became more important [156–160], competition for mates and good providers would intensify. Enhanced cognitive ability may have led to the evolution of indirect competitive strategies where human females could avoid physical injury but, nevertheless, harm their rivals such as through gossip and social exclusion [161,162].

7. Future directions

Female chimpanzees are difficult to study. In most populations, observations have been concentrated on a subset of more easily observed females that tend to be high ranking, more gregarious and more often observed in central areas of the community range, while other females range in peripheral ranges and are seldom seen (Gombe [62,83], Kanyawara [67], Ngogo [69]). Until the behaviour of all females is studied, we will not have a complete picture of female competitive strategies. There is much still to be learned about the importance of female rank, female bonds, the extent and process of female transfer, different female strategies (peripheral and central), ranging patterns across a lifetime and under different ecological conditions and the factors that cause these to vary at different sites. The fact that female dispersal is so costly underscores the need to understand why females, rather than males, disperse. Extensions of game theoretical models [45–47] that take into account the strength of local resource competition among females, the advantages of local mate enhancement for males and the costs of inbreeding, should help explain this unusual pattern of sex-biased dispersal [48] as well as the differences in the extent of female dispersal at different sites.
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